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Amelia, the first collection 

This collection is made up of a 
wooden biplane-shaped desk and a 
pilot suit, complete with goggles and 
headdress. It is inspired by the true 
story of Amelia Earhart, the American 
aviator who rose to fame in the 1930s 
as the first woman to make a solo 
Atlantic crossing.

Aviation was a man’s world. Amelia 
fought all her life to reach goals that 
she set herself, one after another.
Her intention was not to outdo men 
nor be the first woman to make a 
record, she just wanted to be the first.

Have a good trip!

Products for kids
 

Handmade & designed for children 
3-7 years old
Made from natural & sustainable 
materials

The founders of Kids’Garret are an 
Italian couple: costume designer, 
Irene Amantini and architect, Luigi 
Carosio. They carry out all creative 
and production processes in their 
Berlin studios, from sketching and 
drafting right through to prototype 
development and the finishing 
touches.

Based on a true story

Kids’Garret gives children the 
possibility to travel with their 
imagination, to discover the fashions, 
objects and habits of past societies.
Each collection tells a story, inspired 
by an historical figure.
These characters are not necessarily 
heroes, geniuses or saints; they 
are chosen for their fortitude and 
initiative. 

The history of humanity is full of 
marvelous true stories!
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Materials
15 mm birch plywood
Eco-friendly & waterproof chalk paint
Water-based varnish (DIN EN 71-3)
Threaded steel rod
High-quality solid rubber wheels 
(suitable for wooden floors)
Polylactic acid (PLA)

Some items and accessories are 3D printed 
from golden bioplastics (PLA), derived from 
recyclable, renewable resources.

Accessories (included)
Cargo net
2x Tail skid (PLA)
2x Outriggers (PLA)
2x threaded rod housing
Yoke (PLA)
Tray for chalk/pencil (PLA)
Blackboard duster (PLA+fabric)

Specification
Weight: 10kg
Dimensions in cm (LxWxH): 94 x 100 x 43

·aeroplane-shaped desk
·for children 3-4 years old
·adjustable seat and seatback
·easy to assemble without any tools
·partially painted in chalkboard paint

Sirius desk is inspired in form and 
colour by the legendary Lockheed 
Model 8 Sirius and Lockheed Vega 
aeroplanes used by Amelia on some  
of her record-setting flights.

 

 

1. The lower wing is 
a shelf for storing 
books or objects up 
to 22 cm high. 

2. The upper wing 
is a slightly inclined 
surface where the 
child can look at 
books, draw, or 
imagine flying a plane 
with the detachable 
yoke (control wheel). 
Wings and other parts 
are painted in red 
chalkboard paint.
The desk can be 
easily moved around 
thanks to two wheels 
and a handle on the 
tail.

Sirius desk



Goggles hat

Materials
Imitation leather (100% polyester)
(REACH compliant, Teflon stain-resistant       
protection)
Plush 100% cotton lining
Steel snap fasteners
Silver-plated brass eyelets (nickel-free) 
PLA goggle frame
Thermoplastic polyester PET-G lens
Softshell face pad (95% polyester, 5% elastane)
Fleece padding (100% cotton)
Elastic (79% polyester, 21% elastomer)

Hat Sizes 
3 year: 50-52 cm 
4 year: 52-54 cm

3. Two flaps either 
side of the hat can 
be opened, just like a 
real aviator listening 
to the control tower 
radio.

· suitable for winter 
· 3D printed goggles
· ÖKO-TEX Standard 100 certified fabrics
· machine washable 

The classic vintage style of the hat 
meets the playful nature of the 
goggles and their strong, vivid colors. 
The glasses are 3D printed from 
golden bioplastic (PLA). The soft fabric 
has a vintage leather look. The plush 
cotton lining keeps the head warm 
during the coldest winter months.
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4. Just like the original 
Arnold, Constable & 
Co. design, Flight suit 
includes a chest welt 
pocket, flap pockets 
above the knees, a 
diagonal front button 
fastening, as well as 
a waist belt and flap 
back.

Materials
Softshell (95% polyester 5% elastane)
Imitation leather (100% polyester)
(REACH compliant,
Teflon stain-resistant protection)
Steel snap fasteners
Plastic buckle

Sizes
3 years: 98-104 cm
4 years: 104-110 cm

Colours 
Two colours are currently available:
blue marine with blue navy lining 
or powder blue with grey lining.

· outwear wintersuit 
· ÖKO-TEX Standard 100 certified fabrics
· water-resistant
· machine washable

Flight suit

Flight suit is unisex and designed 
by Kids’Garret with clear references 
to the original suit worn by Amelia 
Earhart in the early 1930s. The suit 
is made from softshell, a breathable 
material which offers freedom of 
movement while keeping the body 
warm thanks to its polar fleece lining.



Kids'Garret
Irene Amantini & Luigi Carosio
Jahnstrasse 6, 10967 Berlin (D)
info@kidsgarret.com
kidsgarret.com
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Alexander collection 

The collection is inspired by 
Alexander von Humboldt (1769-1859), 
the famous berliner botanist, geographer, 
naturalist and explorer, who, with his enormous 
and majestic work of measurement of the 
botanical geography in different countries, 
contributed to create the biogeography and 
modern geomagnetic and meteorological 
monitoring system. 

Alexander von Humboldt was an important 
scientist between two centuries: 
the XVIII century, l’Âge des Lumières and the 
XIX century, age of Romanticism.
He was a really complex figure who carried two 
fundamental natures of his time: 
Sense and Sensibility; science and empathy. 
This is what the Alexander collection wants to 
communicate.

This collection is made up of a cape, which can 
be transformed into a small tent, equipped with 
accessories to enjoy the nature.
Von Humboldt wasn’t only a great natural 
scientist, but also a draftsman and an illustrator. 
The Naturalist -frottage memory game- is a 
tribute to his marvellous work.

Let ś explore!

Products for kids
 
Handmade & designed for children 
3-7 years old
Made from natural & sustainable materials

The founders of Kids’Garret are an Italian 
couple: costume designer, Irene Amantini and 
architect, Luigi Carosio. They carry out all 
creative and production processes in their 
Berlin studios, from sketching and drafting right 
through to prototype development and the 
finishing touches.

Based on a true story

Kids’Garret gives children the possibility to 
travel with their imagination, to discover the 
fashions, objects and habits of past societies.
Each collection tells a story, inspired by an 
historical figure.
These characters are not necessarily heroes, 
geniuses or saints; they are chosen for their 
fortitude and initiative. 

The history of humanity is full of marvelous true 
stories!



Memory
The pleasure of observation and discovery thus 
relives in this timeless and ageless game.

Frottage
The Naturalist gives another possibility to play 
with the cards, through the surrealistic art 
technique called Frottage. 
The drawings of Alexander will come out as 
they were when he sketched them on his 
voyage book. You only need to lay a sheet of 
paper on the wooden card and rub it with a 
pastel or a soft pencil. This is possible because 
the different images are engraved at different 
depths on the wooden surface.

Materials
poplar plywood
plexiglas® GS

Due to the handmade nature of the product, 
there may knots and some variation in colour in 
the wood grain. These are proofs of its natural 
origin and quality.

Made in Berlin
AGE: 3+

Frottage Memory Game

24 illustrated wooden cards (9x9 cm), engraved 
by laser machine.

The images are inspired by the illustrations of 
Alexander von Humboldt (Berlin, 1769-1859). His 
huge work of cataloguing animal and vegetal 
species comes to us thanks to the collections 
of his wonderful drawings.

The Naturalist







Materials
Rainwear fabric
PU laminate W interlock
Öko-Tex 100
35% Polyerethane, 65% Polyester
Phtalate free
Stainless steel snap fasteners

Size
one-size 6/8 years

Colours 
Two colours are currently available:
Grey with white interlock lining 
or Green with white interlock lining

·raincape
·waterproof/windproof
·machine washable

The Cape is the main element of the collection, 
similar to the one that Humboldt used to carry 
along during his trips, especially when traveling 
to Latin America. The garment refers to the 
typical clothes of his time: the garrick-coat and 
the tabarro. 
Kids’Garret ‘s cape serves as a raincoat, an 
element connected to the climate 
phenomenon accurately studied by Humboldt.
 

 

Cape



The Cape turns into a Tent

Materials
Groundsheet:
Oilcloth green graphic with big leaves 
(140x140) cm
Öko-Tex 100
70% Cotton, 30% Polyester
Phthalate free
Water repellent 
Stainless eyelets 
Green rubber bands 
Green 100% Cotton webbing
Tent poles:
Transparent acrylic glass tubes 
Colored rubber cord with polyester sheath
Aluminium joints
3D printed PLA (bioplastic) pegs

When needed or just to have fun, kids can use 
the cape to take refuge, take cover or hide 
themselves since it can be easily transformed 
into a small tent.
Besides the cape, the Alexander collection 
provides an easy to wrap groundsheet which 
contains tent poles, pegs and accessories.

The inspiration came after looking at some 
photos taken by Cartier-Bresson in 1951 when 
he travelled to Scanno (Abruzzo, Italy). 
The pictures show the Abruzzi shepherds 
wrapped up in their long, thick woolen capes. 
These garments were infact used by the 
mountain people to keep them warm in the 
cold weather, as they travelled along the old 
herd paths (Tratturi) during the days of the 
Transhumance.
The cape, held up by walking sticks and canes, 
became their tent at night.
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Materials
3D printed PLA (bioplastic)
Transparent PET-G
Transparent acrylic glass tubes
Environmentally friendly paper, FSC

·exploring
·researching and measuring the environment
·drawing and taking notes

The Alexander collection is equipped with      
accessories to explore and enjoy the nature. 
There are two Cylinders Magnifier, a Cylinder 
container, a Sketchbook and a Cyanometer, 
a tool to measure the intensity of the sky’s 
blueness.

Accessories



Kids'Garret
Irene Amantini & Luigi Carosio
Jahnstrasse 6, 10967 Berlin (D)
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